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Abstract—System logs, which describe a variety of events of software systems, are becoming increasingly popular for anomaly detection. However, for a large software system, current unsupervised learning-based methods are suffering from low accuracy due to the high diversity of logs, while the supervised learning methods are nearly infeasible to be used in practice because it is time-consuming and labor-intensive to obtain sufficient labels for different types of software systems. In this paper, we propose a novel framework, LogTransfer, which applies transfer learning to transfer the anomalous knowledge of one type of software system (source system) to another (target system). We represent every template using Glove, which considers both global word co-occurrence and local context information, to address the challenge that different types of software systems are different in log syntax while the semantics of logs should be reserved. We apply an LSTM network to extract the sequential patterns of logs, and propose a novel transfer learning method sharing fully connected networks between source and target systems, to minimize the impact of noises in anomalous log sequences. Extensive experiments have been performed on switch logs of different vendors collected from a top global cloud service provider. LogTransfer achieves an averaged 0.84 F1-score and outperforms the state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised log-based anomaly detection methods, which are consistent with the experiments conducted on the public HDFS and Hadoop application datasets.

Index Terms—Transfer learning, system log, anomaly detection, word embedding, LSTM

I. INTRODUCTION

As the scale and complexity of software services increase dramatically, a large number of software systems have been deployed on different types of services, e.g., cloud computing, e-commerce, 5G, blockchain. They continuously provide services for millions of users all over the world, and thus reliability and availability are of vital importance to them. However, anomalous behaviors may occur on these software systems occasionally, which can affect system reliability and availability, impact user experience, or even lead to economic losses [1]. These anomalies could be introduced by various types of causes, e.g., software bugs, malicious attacks, memory leaks, disk failures, or misconfigurations. Therefore, operators carefully monitor these software systems in order to rapidly detect anomalies and timely mitigate them.

*Yuzhi Zhang is the correspondence author.

System logs have become increasingly popular for anomaly detection recently [2]–[5], because they could not only reflect the status of software systems but also reveal root causes. For example, the log “Interface te-1/1/11, changed state to down” tells us that an anomaly may occur on the system since the state of an interface becomes down. This cannot be obtained from performance counters (e.g., page view count), usage statistics (e.g., CPU utilization), or system metrics (e.g., number of threads), which are usually time series data [6].

Due to the large scale and high diversity of logs in today’s software services, it is very challenging to detect anomalies based on logs. Specifically, a large software service typically consists of various types of software systems, and each type of software system would generate a specific type of logs. Different types of logs are usually different in syntax. For example, Fig. 1 shows two log sequences that are generated by different types of software systems. Both of the two sequences indicate that the software systems are suffering from interface flapping. They are different in syntax, although they are very “similar” in semantics. Therefore, it is nearly infeasible to use a log-based anomaly detection model to fit all types of software systems. In other words, we have to train a specific anomaly detection model for each type of software
system. A large software service usually includes tens to hundreds of different types of software systems. For example, operators can deploy different types of operating systems (say Ubuntu, Redhat, CentOS) on servers, and each type of operating system generates a specific type of logs. In addition, a software service provider usually purchases devices from different vendors with different models for commercial considerations, and logs generated by those switches/routers/firewalls of different vendors/models are typically different.

A large number of machine learning-based log anomaly detection methods have been proposed over the years, and they are either supervised methods [7]–[10] or unsupervised methods [2], [11]–[15]. However, it is still challenging to deploy these methods in a real-world large software service with diverse types of software systems, where labelled data is insufficient while accurate and rapid anomaly detection is required. Although unsupervised learning methods do not need any labels and thus they are applicable for large volumes of logs, they usually suffer from low accuracy [10]. Supervised methods, which usually require sufficient labels, can achieve higher accuracy than those unsupervised ones. Nevertheless, it is time-consuming and labor-intensive to label anomalous and normal logs because of the large volume and high diversity of logs. Therefore, supervised learning methods are very difficult, if not impossible, to be deployed in large cloud systems in practice.

To build an accurate and applicable log-based anomaly detection model, we propose LogTransfer, which enables cross-system anomaly detection for software systems in a large software service. The core idea of the cross-system is to conduct anomaly detection on a software system with insufficient anomaly labels (target system) by learning from a software system with sufficient anomaly labels (source system). The intuition behind LogTransfer is that the anomalous logs of different types of software systems usually share similar patterns. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the two anomalous log sequences generated by two different types of software systems are quite similar. We can improve a target system’s anomaly detection performance by “transferring” the “similarity” from a source system to it.

However, the design of a cross-system log anomaly detection faces the following two challenges:

1) Different types of systems are different in log syntax. Cross-system transfer learning should measure the similarities of logs between source and target system. However, the state-of-the-art log representation method, which only considers local context information, cannot robustly measure the similarity of logs across multiple datasets with various syntax.

2) Noises in anomalous log sequences. The anomalous log sequences usually have noises that can degrade the performance of anomaly detection. For example, in an anomalous log sequence, there are usually one or more logs that are irrelevant to this anomaly, which brings a great challenge to identify anomalous log sequences [16].

To address the above two challenges, we design LogTransfer as follows.

(1) An accurate representation construction method. We first extract log templates from raw logs using FT-tree [17], which has been demonstrated to be accurate and efficient on real-world system logs. After that, we employ Glove [18], a popular unsupervised word representation technique, to represent every word in the templates by fixed-dimension vectors. Glove combines the global word co-occurrence and local context information of template words, which are in turn integrated (e.g., averaged) to represent every template. In this way, the representation of templates minimizes the impact of syntax (i.e., the order of words) while preserving the semantics information (i.e., the meaning of templates), and thus robustly measures the similarities of cross-system logs.

(2) A novel transfer learning method. We apply Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks to identify the sequential patterns of template sequences. The output of LSTM is then fed into fully connected networks for anomaly detection (classification). LogTransfer uses a novel transfer learning approach where the source and target system share the same fully connected networks instead of the same LSTM networks, which are more robust to the noises in log sequences because the former way is more tolerant to the trivial differences of log sequences than the latter case.

To demonstrate the performance of LogTransfer, we have conducted extensive experiments on switch logs of different vendors collected from a top global cloud service provider. LogTransfer achieves an averaged accuracy of 0.84 (in terms of F1-score) on these switch logs, which outperforms the state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised log anomaly detection methods. Besides, we also perform experiments on public HDFS and Hadoop application datasets to demonstrate LogTransfer’s generality.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply transfer learning for log anomaly detection and identify the challenges lying in that for a large software service. (2) We propose to use Glove to construct logs’ representations to accurately measure the similarities of cross-system logs. (3) We propose a novel transfer learning approach that shares fully connected networks between source and target systems, addressing the impact induced by the noises in log sequences. (4) We have conducted extensive evaluation experiments using real-world logs to demonstrate LogTransfer’s performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce some preliminary knowledge of log-based anomaly detection in Section II and present the design of LogTransfer in Section III. The evaluation experiments are described and discussed in Section IV followed by the discussion of related works in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. System Logs and Templates

Each software system reports, from time to time, the observed condition or (anomalous) event, in a system log. Examples of such conditions or events include state changes
of interfaces, links, or neighbors (e.g., the state of an interface changes from up to down), operational maintenance (e.g., operators log in/out), environmental condition alerts (e.g., high temperature), etc. Although logs are designed mainly for debugging software and hardware problems, they can also be used for detecting, diagnosing, and predicting anomalies [2]–[5], [10], [15].

A log entry usually consists of two parts: constant part (template) and parameter part. For instance, in the syslog message **Interface te-1/1/11, changed state to down** shown in Fig. 1, te-1/1/11 is a parameter that varies from one log to another, whereas the rest, i.e., **Interface ..., changed state to down**, sketches out the event, and hence is a *template* that summarizes this and other similar logs. The logs and their templates generated by different types of software systems are different in syntax because they are usually designed by different vendors/developers.

Several automatic template extraction approaches have been proposed, which can be classified into four main categories [19]: longest common subsequence-based methods (e.g., Spell [20]), frequent item mining-based methods (e.g., FT-tree [17]), heuristics-based methods (e.g., IPlOM [21] and Drain [22]), and cluster-based methods (e.g., LogSig [23]). In this work, we apply FT-tree, which has been demonstrated to be accurate and efficient using real-world logs, to extract templates from logs. Note that applying FT-tree is not one of our contributions.

### B. System Anomaly

System anomalies can be roughly classified into several different types, including (1) external problems such as malicious attacks, power down; (2) configuration problems such as VPN tunneling errors; (3) hardware failures such as the crash, induced by hardware errors, of a machine; and (4) software crash due to bugs. These anomalies could lead to failures to software systems and in turn impact user experience and/or bring economic loss. Therefore, operators are paying much attention to anomaly detection in order to mitigate anomalies as quickly as possible.

Although a small part of service anomalies can be detected through service metrics (e.g., average response time), a large portion of service anomalies remain undetected. That is because only a small portion of anomalies lead to such service anomalies that can be observed by these service metrics, and most anomalies are underlying ones that deteriorate gradually and degrade the performance of services finally. For example, the memory leaking of a software system does not impact service performance at the beginning, but it will eventually degrade service performance if not fixed. Therefore, it is vitally important for operators to proactively detect all anomalies based on system logs and mitigate them before they impact service performance.

For supervised log-based anomaly detection methods, manually labeling logs indicating system anomalies is labor-intensive, time-consuming and error-prone, because logs are very large in quantity and diverse in represented events. Therefore, in this paper, we try to apply transfer learning to minimize this effort.

### C. LSTM in Anomaly detection

A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is an artificial neural network in which nodes are directionally connected. The current internal state of an RNN block relies on both current input and previous states. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks are instances of RNNs, and they can solve the long-term dependency issue in RNN (i.e., the current state may be affected by the state a long time ago). Inspired by the fact that system logs are essentially a series of log entries in chronological order, and a log anomaly is usually identified by a log sequence, DeepLog [2] applied LSTM to first extract sequential patterns from log sequences, and then predict the template of the next log given a log sequence. Moreover, LogAnomaly [15] also leveraged LSTM to extract sequential features from log sequences. Both DeepLog and LogAnomaly, which have demonstrated their performance using real-world logs, show LSTM’s superior performance in extracting sequential features from logs. Consequently, in this work, we also apply LSTM to learn logs’ sequential patterns.

### III. DESIGN OF LOGTRANSFER

#### A. Design Overview

The architecture of LogTransfer is shown in Fig. 2. In the offline model training process, for both source system and target system, LogTransfer first matches logs to templates, constructs template vectors to represent templates and generates sequences of template vectors from raw logs and template vectors. With the sufficient labels of source system, the insufficient labels of target system, and the above template vector sequences, LogTransfer transfers the anomalous patterns from the source system to the target system, so as to train an accurate anomaly detection model for the target system. In the online anomaly detection process, LogTransfer matches new logs of the target system to template vector sequences based on the template vectors learned in the offline training process. After that, the LSTM networks and shared fully connected networks trained in the offline learning process extract the sequential features from these template vector sequences and determine whether these sequences are anomalous, respectively.

There are two main components in LogTransfer, namely representation construction and transfer learning. In the representation construction component, in order to simultaneously avoid the impact of syntax and reserve the semantics information, LogTransfer applies Glove [18], a robust word embedding method, to robustly embed template words into vectors. In the transfer learning component, LogTransfer first trains a base model which is composed of source LSTM networks and fully connected networks using the log sequences and anomaly labels from the source system. Then, source LSTM networks in the base model will be fine-tuned by the log sequences and anomaly labels from the target system to
obtain target LSTM networks. Fully connected networks are shared and connected to target LSTM networks. Sharing the fully connected networks rather than the LSTM networks makes LogTransfer more robust to the noises in log sequences because it is more tolerant to the trivial differences of log sequences.

B. Representation Construction

The representation construction component tries to represent logs in order to reserve logs’ semantics information and minimize the impact of syntax simultaneously for robustly measuring the similarities of cross-system logs. These representations are the input into machine learning models to extract logs’ features and learn anomaly’s patterns. We present an example of how to generate the template embedding for a given log entry in the representation construction component in Fig 3.

It is a common practice to first extract templates from logs and then matches logs to templates [19] for representing logs. FT-tree [17], which is accurate, efficient, and supports incremental learning, has demonstrated its good performance on real-world system logs. Therefore, in this work, we apply FT-tree to extract templates from logs. Note that applying FT-tree is not one of our contributions.

Using embedding rather than indices of templates has been demonstrated to be able to extract the semantics information from logs and facilitate a more accurate anomaly detection model [15]. Although LogAnomaly takes a first step towards applying embedding to represent templates, the word embedding method used in it, i.e., word2Vec, can only extract the local context information of templates, without considering the global information of the whole template set. Ignoring global information can degrade the performance of measuring the similarities of cross-system logs and their templates (more details can be seen in Section IV-C).

Therefore, LogTransfer employs Glove [18], which not only extracts the local context information but also considers the global word co-occurrence information of template set, to represent template words. Formally, in Glove, the objective function is:

\[
J = \sum_{i,j=1}^{V} f(X_{ij})(w_i^2 \tilde{w}_j + b_i + b_j - \log X_{ij})^2
\]

where \(V\) is the size of the template set, \(w_i\) and \(b_i\) represent the embedding and bias of word \(i\), respectively, and \(\tilde{w}_j\) and \(b_j\) represent the vector and bias of a separate context word \(j\). In addition, \(X_{ij}\) denotes the number of occurrences of word \(j\) within the context of the word \(i\) in the global occurrence matrix \(X\). Moreover, \(f(x)\) is the weighting function which is defined as follows:

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
(x/x_{max})^\alpha & \text{if } x < x_{max} \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

we set \(\alpha = 3/4\) following [18].

A template vector \(t\) is then calculated as:

\[
t = \sum_{k=1}^{n} w_k/n
\]

where \(n\) is the number of words in the template. In this way, a template vector is irrelevant to the syntax (i.e., the order of words) of logs and their templates.
C. Transfer Learning

Because (1) target systems do not have sufficient anomaly labels to train accurate anomaly detection models, (2) source systems and target systems share the same or similar log patterns when anomalies occur (e.g., the example shown in Fig. 1), and (3) transfer learning enables learning patterns from data across different domains and/or distributions [23], LogTransfer applies transfer learning to “transfer” the learned anomaly patterns from source system to target system.

LogTransfer applies LSTM to extract sequential features from logs and uses fully connected layers to determine whether the output is anomalous or not. The performance of transfer learning depends on the layers used for transferring [25]. Because a source system usually has much more anomaly labels than a target system, and the anomaly patterns of the source system can cover those of the target system, LogTransfer shares the fully connected networks, which are essentially classifiers determining whether a log sequence is anomalous or not, to transfer the learned anomaly patterns from the source system to the target system. We do not share the LSTM networks, which extract the sequential features of logs, because the noises mingling in anomalous log sequences can degrade the similarity between the sequences of the source system and those of the target system. That is to say, if we just copy the parameters of the LSTM networks learned in the source system to the target system without further tuning these parameters based on the logs of the target system, the anomaly detection model will mistakenly determine some anomalous log sequences of the target system as normal (more details can be seen in Section IV-D).

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4 for a source system LogTransfer first applies source LSTM networks, which are trained based on the labels of the source system, to extract the sequential features from template vector sequences. The outputs of the LSTM networks are then fed into the shared fully connected networks, which are also trained based on the labels of the source system. The fully connected networks and source LSTM networks continuously train each other until both of them achieve good performance. For the target system, LogTransfer applies target LSTM networks, which are initialized based on source LSTM networks, to learn the sequential patterns of logs. The LSTM networks are fine-tuned based on the labels of the target system and the shared connected networks. Note that the shared connected networks are “transferred” and fixed, and they will not be tuned like LSTM networks, which is the core idea of transfer learning.

Sharing fully connected networks instead of LSTM networks facilitates LogTransfer more robust to the noises in the anomalous log sequences of the target system because the sequential features learned in the target LSTM networks are fine-tuned based on these sequences. LogTransfer is, to the best of our knowledge, the first work to combine LSTM with transfer learning by sharing fully connected networks in the anomaly detection domain.

Typically, LogTransfer can be applied to transfer anomalous log patterns across different types of software systems within the same domain. For example, Red Hat, CentOS, Ubuntu, and Windows are all operating systems; HDFS, WordCount and PageRank are all Hadoop related application systems; switches, routers, and firewalls are all network devices; search engine, online video, and online shopping are all web services. Therefore, LogTransfer can be used to transfer learning within operating systems, Hadoop related applications, network devices, or web services. It cannot be used to transfer learning across different domains. However, LogTransfer takes the first step towards applying transfer learning in log-based anomaly detection, and it gives several insights for this direction.

IV. Evaluation

A. Experimental Setup

1) Dataset: To evaluate the performance of LogTransfer, we conduct our experiments on switch logs collected from a top global cloud service provider with a 2-year period. These switches belong to three types [11]. Logs of different types of switches are different in syntax. Table I lists the detailed information of the datasets. Since switch type A and type C have much more anomalous chunks than switch type B, we apply the software systems of switch type A and type C as two individual source systems, and that of switch type B as the target system. 200 anomalous chunks of the target system are utilized to fine-tune LogTransfer (more details can be seen in Fig. 11).

To demonstrate the generality of LogTransfer, we further evaluated its performance using two public datasets: the Hadoop application dataset which is collected from Hadoop applications [14], and the HDFS dataset collected from Hadoop file systems [11]. The detailed information of the above two datasets is also listed in Table I. Note that the anomalies of the two Hadoop application datasets, including machine down, network disconnection, and disk full, are manually injected by [14].

The distributions of anomalies in these datasets are shown in Fig. 5. For each dataset, we calculate the percentage of anomalous chunks across different switches/blocks as the
TABLE I
DATASET OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of dataset</th>
<th>Type of system</th>
<th>Source of labels</th>
<th># chunks</th>
<th># anomalous chunks</th>
<th># switches/log files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>Real-world anomalies</td>
<td>2,345,646</td>
<td>6,406</td>
<td>49,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type B</td>
<td></td>
<td>49,946</td>
<td>1,096</td>
<td>108,024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type C</td>
<td></td>
<td>525,427</td>
<td>4,939</td>
<td>3,725,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop application</td>
<td>PageRank &amp; WordCount [14]</td>
<td>Manually injected</td>
<td>121,878</td>
<td>73,936</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The distribution of anomalies in the six datasets

The relative sequential locations of chunks vary. For example, 28% of switches of type A suffer from anomalies when these switches have generated 78% of total logs. We can see that in general the anomalies are randomly distributed across all log chunks.

2) Metrics: We apply precision, recall, and F1-score to evaluate the performance of LogTransfer following [15]. They are defined as:

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Anomalies detected}}{\text{Anomalies reported}} \]
\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Entire anomalies}}{\text{Anomalies detected}} \]
\[ F1\text{-score} = \frac{2(\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall})}{(\text{Precision} + \text{Recall})} \]

3) Parameters: We investigate three model-related parameters (i.e., \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(L\)), and data-related parameters (i.e., \(W\) and \(S\)). In LogTransfer, \(\alpha\) and \(L\) are the number of memory units and that of layers in one LSTM network, respectively. \(\beta\) is the number of memory units in a fully connected layer, and \(W\) and \(S\) are respectively the length and step size of each sliding window forming a log chunk. As we can see from Fig. 6(a), (b), (c), the performance of LogTransfer remains stable as model-related parameters vary. On the contrary, data-related parameters can impact the performance of LogTransfer. As can be seen from Fig. 6(d), (e), the F1-score of LogTransfer may decrease if \(W\) or \(S\) is set inappropriately. Intuitively, if \(W\) is set too small, the sequential information of a log chunk will be insufficient to detect anomalies. However, if \(W\) is set too large, a log chunk may contain many noise log entries which degrade detection accuracy. Similarly, although a larger \(S\) may cause some anomalous logs to be undetected, it can also skip some noise logs. Hence, both \(W\) and \(S\) need to be adjusted carefully so as to achieve good performance. In our evaluation experiments, we set \(\alpha = 128\), \(L = 2\), \(\beta = 192\), \(S = 4\), \(W = 20\) to achieve a good LogTransfer performance.

4) Environmental Setting: Our experiments are conducted on a server with Intel XeonE5 12 cores CPU with 128GB memory. We have open-sourced LogTransfer.

B. Evaluation of Overall Performance

To evaluate the performance of LogTransfer, we compare it with four supervised log-based anomaly detection approaches, including Linear regression [7], SVM [8], Decision tree [9], and CNN-based model [10], as well as six unsupervised approaches, including PCA [11], Isolation forest [12], IM [13], LogCluster [14], DeepLog [3], and LogAnomaly [15]. We implement DeepLog, LogAnomaly, and CNN-based model with Python3.6. PCA, Invariant mining, SVM, Linear regression, LogCluster, Isolation forest and Decision tree are evaluated based on a popular open-source toolkit implemented in [26]. Note that the parameters of all the above methods are set best for accuracy.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison results among LogTransfer, four supervised methods, and six unsupervised methods, when the software system of switch type A or type C is utilized as source system, and that of type B as target system. As shown in Fig. 7(a), (c), LogTransfer outperforms all the four supervised methods in terms of precision, recall, and F1-score, whether type A or type C as the source system. That is because: (1) the target system does not have sufficient anomaly labels to train these supervised methods, and (2) LogTransfer utilizes template embeddings, which sufficiently extracts the semantics information of logs, rather than template indexes, to represent log entries. When we compare LogTransfer with the six unsupervised methods, it still achieves better F1-score.

LogTransfer is available on github:https://github.com/logtransfergit/LogTransfer.
Fig. 6. The performance of LogTransfer as: (a) the number of LSTM layers $L$; (b) the number of memory units in LSTM network $\alpha$; (c) the number of memory units in a fully connected network $\beta$; (d) window length $W$; (e) step size $S$; vary. (switch type A as the source system, and type B as the target system)

Fig. 7. The overall performance of LogTransfer, four supervised methods, and six unsupervised methods on switch datasets (switch type A or type C as the source system, and type B as the target system)
than these methods, mainly because these methods are not robust to highly diverse real-world system logs. Some unsupervised methods, e.g., DeepLog, Isolation forest, achieve better Recall than LogTransfer. That is because neither DeepLog nor Isolation forest can utilize the semantics information of logs and they tend to mistakenly determine a large number of normal log chunks as anomalous [15], resulting in that these methods suffer from low precision and generate much more false alarms. These false alarms will bring heavy works to operators, and they are not willing to deploy these methods in practice. More specifically, from Fig. 7(b), (d) we can see that all unsupervised methods suffer from low precision. Generally, the patterns of switch system logs are diverse, and a large number of anomalous logs mingle in the training set, which makes unsupervised methods difficult to precisely learn all the normal patterns.

The precision-recall curve (PRC) has been widely used to determine the reliability of a binary classifier. To further demonstrate the robustness of LogTransfer, we plot the PRCs of different methods by varying these methods’ thresholds as shown in Fig. 8. We can see that LogTransfer is more robust than both supervised and unsupervised methods.

To further evaluate the overall performance of LogTransfer, we calculate the AUC (area under the curve) scores of it, four supervised methods, and six unsupervised methods, using the software system of switch type A as the source system and that of switch type B as the target system, as listed in Table III. A higher AUC score generally means a better anomaly detection performance. Clearly, LogTransfer achieves the best performance among all the methods.

C. Evaluation of Word Embedding Methods

As introduced in Section III-B, LogTransfer applies Glove [18] rather than word2Vec used in LogAnomaly [15], because Glove extracts both local context and global word co-occurrence information, making LogTransfer more robust to measure the similarities of cross-system anomalous logs.

In order to evaluate the performance of Glove in representation construction component, we compare the accuracy of LogTransfer, with that of LogTransfer with word2Vec as the word embedding method, using the software system of switch type A as the source system and that of switch type B as the target system, as listed in Table III. We can see that Glove helps LogTransfer achieves a higher F1-score and AUC score. That is because, as listed in Table III, Glove successfully misses less anomalous log chunks than word2Vec since it can more accurately measure the similarities of anomalous logs between source system and target system (see Figure 1 for more details).

D. Evaluation of Transfer Learning

LogTransfer shares fully connected networks instead of LSTM networks because the former way is more tolerant to the noises in anomalous log sequences and thus facilitates a more robust anomaly detection model, as described in Section III-C. To demonstrate the benefit of the transfer

![Table II: The AUC scores of LogTransfer, four supervised methods, and six unsupervised methods](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUC Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfer learning</td>
<td>LogTransfer</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM [6]</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-based model [10]</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear regression</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>DeepLog [2]</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LogAnomaly [15]</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LogCluster [14]</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invariant mining</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCA [11]</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 8: Precision-recall curves of LogTransfer, four supervised methods, and six unsupervised methods](image)

(a) The precision-recall curves of LogTransfer and supervised methods

(b) The precision-recall curves of LogTransfer and unsupervised methods

![Figure 1:...](image)
learning design, we compare the performance of LogTransfer, with that of LogTransfer without transfer learning (i.e., the LSTM networks and fully connected networks of the target system are fine-tuned based on their counterparts of source system, respectively), with that of LogTransfer sharing only LSTM networks, as shown in Fig. 9. Apparently, sharing fully connected networks improve accuracy for LogTransfer in terms of both precision and recall. Without transfer learning, the insufficient number of anomaly labels can lead the anomaly detection model to be biased. Moreover, there are usually noises in anomalous log sequences (e.g., the logs indicating operators log in/out a switch system are irrelevant to anomalies and they are noises as shown in Fig. 10). Sharing LSTM networks only transfer sequential knowledge from the source system to the target system, the performance of which is easily impacted by these noises. Therefore, LogTransfer chooses to share fully connected networks and achieves better performance.

Fig. 10. Examples of noises in the anomalous log sequences generated by different types of switches. The logs indicating operators log in/out a switch system is irrelevant to anomalies and they are noises

In order to figure out how many anomalous chunks of target system are needed to train LogTransfer, Fig. 11 shows its accuracy as the number of anomalous chunks increases. Specifically, LogTransfer chooses to share fully connected networks and achieves better performance.

Fig. 11. The accuracy of LogTransfer when the number of anomalous chunks of target system used for training increases

(1000+), what LogTransfer needs for training is much less. Consequently, LogTransfer significantly reduces the labelling efforts for operators.

E. Performance on Hadoop Datasets

To demonstrate the generality of LogTransfer, we compare LogTransfer with the above four supervised methods and six unsupervised methods on the HDFS and Hadoop datasets, as shown in Fig. 12. We apply HDFS as the source system and Hadoop application as the target system. LogTransfer achieves the best F1-score (0.977) among all the methods, further demonstrating its superior performance in anomaly detection. More specifically, LogTransfer achieves better precision than the four supervised methods and six unsupervised ones. It is mainly because the novel transfer learning method in LogTransfer enables LogTransfer to be more robust to noises in system logs. Moreover, although some approaches such as Deeplog, Invariant mining, and CNN-base model achieve better recall than LogTransfer, a larger number of normal log chunks are mistakenly determined as anomalous ones by these approaches, resulting in much more false alarms and wasting operators’ too much time.
We further evaluate how the novel transfer learning method performs as follows. We gradually increase the number of anomalous chunks of the target system in the training set, and calculate the Precision, Recall and, F1-score of LogTransfer. Fig. 13 shows the result. From the figure, we can conclude that 100 anomalous logs of the target system are enough to fine-tune LogTransfer and obtain a relatively high anomaly detection accuracy. In this way, the manual labelling effort of operators is significantly reduced, which enables LogTransfer easily to be deployed for large-scale service systems.

![Fig. 13. The accuracy of LogTransfer when the number of anomalous chunks of target system used for training increase on HDFS and Hadoop datasets](image)

Fig. 13. The accuracy of LogTransfer when the number of anomalous chunks of target system used for training increase on HDFS and Hadoop datasets.

### V. RELATED WORKS

#### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input of Template</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Template index</td>
<td>Decision tree [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SVM [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-based model [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear regression [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>Template count</td>
<td>PCA [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Template index</td>
<td>DeepLog [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LogCluster [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Isolation forest [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Template embedding</td>
<td>LogAnomaly [15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anomaly detection for software services has attracted lots of attention and a collection of methods have been proposed for this purpose [27]–[34]. Since logs are able to describe a vast range of events for software systems, recently many machine learning methods have been presented to detect anomaly based on logs, which can be classified into two categories: supervised and unsupervised learning-based methods. These methods are summarized in Table IV.

For supervised learning-based methods, Bodik et al. trained a logistic regression model based on the event count vectors of logs [7], and Liang et al. proposed an SVM based log anomaly detection approach [8]. Moreover, Chen et al. classified the predefined features using decision tree [9], and Lu et al. utilized a convolutional neural network (CNN) to capture the sequential features of logs [10]. These methods, however, generally need lots of labelled anomalous logs for model training. Because it is labor-intensive and time-consuming to manually labelling anomalies, these methods are very difficult to be applied in practice for large-scale software services. In addition, since these methods consider only the indexes of log templates, they fail to capture the semantics information of logs.

For unsupervised learning-based methods, Xu et al. first applied PCA to detect anomalies based on logs [11], and Liu et al. presented isolation forest-based method which explicitly isolated anomalies rather than profiled normal points [12]. In addition, Lou et al. applied an invariant mining approach to find the inherent relationships of logs [13], and Vaarandi et al. tried to automatically mine the anomalous patterns of logs based on LogCluster [14], [15]. Although no labelled data is required in these methods, they usually suffer from low accuracy in real-world service systems [2], [10], [15]. Du et al. proposed DeepLog, an unsupervised LSTM-based method which extracted the normal patterns of “log key” (an index of a log template) sequences, and determined that a new-coming log was anomalous if it violated the normal patterns learned in the offline procedure [2]. LogAnomaly applied word2Vec to embed templates and extracted the sequential and quantitative features of normal logs [15]. Nevertheless, the word2Vec based word embedding method is not as robust as Glove [18] (more details can be seen in Section IV-C). In addition, both DeepLog and LogAnomaly need a large number of normal logs to train their models. Obtaining such a large scale normal dataset still consumes operators tremendous amounts of time. Consequently, neither DeepLog nor LogAnomaly is suitable in our scenario.

### VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a transfer learning-based log anomaly detection framework, LogTransfer. It applies Glove to accurately extract the global word co-occurrence and local context information to robustly measure the similarities of cross-system logs. Moreover, we propose to share fully connected networks between source and target systems to facilitate a more robust anomaly detection model to noises mingling in logs. Experiments conducted on logs generated by switch software systems demonstrate that LogTransfer outperforms the existing supervised and unsupervised methods. In addition, these experiments also show that both Glove and the novel transfer learning method improve the performance of LogTransfer. We also experiment with LogTransfer on public Hadoop datasets, showing its superior generality in anomaly detection. In the future, we will test LogTransfer on more types of log dataset, and improve it for the cross-domain transfer learning scenarios.
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